Introduction
Let variables X 0 ,X.,,.,.,X n be subjeot to distributions determined by densities f-j( x ) j =0,1,n. If variables Y^, k = 1,...,n are known functions of the variables X^, j = = 0,1,...,n, than the joint distribution of the n-dimenslonal random variable (Y 1 ,...,Y n ) Is striotly determined by the functions One can ask whether a muldimensional distribution of the variable (Y 1f ...,Y n ) determines the distributions of the variables X^, j «0,1,...,n. Of course, in the general case the answer to this qjuestion is negative, so there arises a question for what transformations Y^ = -Y k (X 0 ,X 1 X n ) a distribution of the variable (Y 1t ...,Y n ) determines the distributions of the variables Xj and whether it determines them uniquely.
The problem formulated above has been dealt with by I»' Kotlarskl [l], J. Aitchison [2] , K. Krolikowska [3] . These authors gave theorems conoerning the cases where the variables Xj are subjeot to the gamma distribution or to the generalized gamma distribution, and the variables Y^ are some concrete functions of the random variables X^.
In the present paper we shall give some theorems that generalize all theorems in the papers mentioned above. Proof. Necessity. In the random variables Z Q ,X 1 ,...,X n are independent and have distribution (1), then the joint (n+1)-dimensional random variable (X 0 ,X 1 ,,..,X n ) has a distribution with the density 
{-iU
for PjO( t a t x.j>0, j=0,1,...,n.
Next let as introduce new random variables defined as follows
The density of the n-dimensional random variable (Z 1t ...,Z n ) has the form
that is | w | n+1 -¿Ift n p-1 Ea-1 r x*, n n 0 0 \<* / Substituting i"r:t under the integral, we obtain i7) h^ , i urfe ? p 3 ) a"p k -1 M a « (7) h(8 r ...,a n )=-.(1+ Z a ) nry-) 1 where p..c<,z k > 0 for j=0,1,...,n. k=1,. ..,n.
Applying (6) to (2), we get
From the hypotheses of the theorem it follows that there exists a transformation Inverse to (8), namely (4) . Moreover, by assumption the Jaoobian J of this transformation is different from 0, Hence the density of the n-dimensional rsndom variable (Y 1f ...,Y n ) can be expressed by the formula k(y 1 »...»y n ) = h[i? 1 (y 1 ,...,y n ),..., 7 n (y 1 »....y n )]' |J| where J is the Jacobian of transformation (4) .This shows that the condition is necessary.
Proof of sufficiency. By assumption, the n-dimensional random variais! e (Y.j, • • • is subject to the generalized Dirichlet distribution (3), where the variables Y fc , k=1,1,. ,n. are functions (2) of independent and positive random variables X^, j=0,1,...,n. Then the random variable (Z 1f ...,Z Q ) has the distribution with density (7), since the transformations (4) and (8) are one-to-one in view of the hypotheses of the theorem.
Next we make use of a theorem on characteristic funotions of random variables lnX.,,..., lnX Q and th,e random ^k variable (InZ.,,..., lnZ n ), where k=1,...,n. This theorem says (see [1] and [3] ) that if random variables X Q , X^,...,X Q are independent and positive, and the characteristic functions of the variables lnX Q ,lnX 1 ,...,lnX n do not vanish at any point, then the characteristic function of the n-dimensional random variable (lnZ 1 ,...,lnZ n ) determines the characteristic functions of the variables lnX 0 ,lnX 1 ,...,lnX Q up to a factor exp(itb) which is the same for all the characteristic functions in question.
Accordingly,-let <p (t.|,... ,t ) be the characteristic function of the variable (lnZ 1 ,... ,lnZ n ), and let <jpj(t) t j=0,1,.!..,n denote the characteristic funotloins of the variables IBX-J» respectively. As is easy to show, thèse funotions satisfy the condition In order to compute the above n-fold integral we make use of formula 4.638 in [4] ""Ti It is easy to show that the density of the random variable Xj is of the form (1) The density (3a) determines densities of the variables j=0,1,....,n up to a constant parameter a which is arbitrary and equal for all variables X ^. 
Pk>0,
k=0,1,...,n, (j^.M^Jefi.
Moreover, the transformation (14) is one-to-one with respect to Zk, k=1n, the functions Zfc= t?(c(Y1 ,... ,YQ) of class C. J are inverse to the functions of (14)» and J is the jaoobian of the transformation Zk= yk(Y1,.. .,Yn), k=1,...,n where J ¿0 for (y, ,....7n)e Q.
Proof. It suffices to observe that if in Theorem 1 we put <*=1, then the variables X^ have the gamma distribution fj(x) = i--x P;) 1 exp(-f)f a.pj.x > 0, J=0,...,n. r (Pj )a 'i \ Hence the variables Zk = ~j-• k=1,...,n have the generalized beta distribution of second kind with density (13).This ends the proof of Theorem 3.
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